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LIFE’S A JOURNEY LET THE ADVENTURE BEGIN 



ASHTON 94
JUST GETS BETTER
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Built with modern materials and appliances, the Ashton 
94 is the perfect base model. The furniture layout 
provided utilises all the space available without crowding 
your living area. As a base model, it is both economic in 
terms of outlay whilst at the same time provides all your 
needs for your camping adventures.  

You can see from the features listed below, that you 
get all the comfort and style that you will find in other 
conversions but at a very competitive price, making 
this conversion one of the most economic campervan 
conversions on the market today.

Genuine Customer feedback - Phil and Sue told us 
“Heartfelt thanks for your kindness, help and patients. 
We are delighted with our new camper.” 

VW windows throughout, tinted and fitted with blackout 
curtains and cab silver screen
Glazed Tailgate
Passenger front seat fitted with swivel
Combination twin hob and sink with cold tap
Fridge freezer 50ltr
Gas locker with all fixings
Fresh water tank 30ltr with in-line pump
Table on pole
Reimo Front Elevating Roof (colour-matched to vehicle)
RIB 120cm Seat-Bed with Two 3-Point Seat-belts
Autohaus Safety-Tested Seat Fixing Frame
Ashton ‘94 Furniture with Tristone worktop
Upholstery in VW GTi Tartan (with VW Anthracite outer)
Mains 240v hook up with RCD charger system, double socket 
and hook up cable

Control panel with leisure battery split charger system, 
12v socket and LED lighting
Fully sound proofed insulated lined and trimmed Safety 
flooring with side step with light  
Matching door cards
Autohaus 94 logos 
Autohaus 94 decals
Safety certificates gas and electric
User manual 

FEATURES

AUTOHAUS ASHTON ‘94 CAMPERVAN  
VW T6 110 STARTLINE 5 SPEED MANUAL

On the road price from: £38,999
See page 18 for full price details and a list of optional extras on page 18.

PRICE GUIDE

KEY FEATURES

4 Seats
with 3-Point 

Seatbelts

2 or 4 Berth
(with Roof 

Bed)

Front 
Elevating 

Roof

Rear 
Elevating 

or Hightop 
Roof

Shower
Room

CLASSIC DESIGN
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ASHTON
THE ULTIMATE IN LUXURY & STYLE
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Standing the test of time, the Ashton remains the most 
popular model.  We believe that this is because we 
continually aim to improve all our models ensuring that 
they are of the highest quality. Thus, the Ashton like all 
our available models remains current and up to date in 
all aspect of its build.

Our furniture is made in-house by our team of skilled 
carpenters, using computer controlled machines to cut 
each panel precisely. Heat-bonded edges, flush-fitting 
cupboard doors, a curved fridge door with storage 
pockets and a range of materials make our stylish 
interiors a pleasurable environment to stay in.

We fit RIB rock ‘n’ roll seat-beds due to their supreme 
comfort, having a separate foam ‘Sleeping Surface’ on 
the rear of the upholstered ‘Sitting Surface’, ensuring you 
get a great night’s sleep. These are available in a range of 
leather and fabric finishes to suit your taste.

The front elevating roof affords occupants extra head 
room in the kitchen and can house an optional ‘Roof Bed’ 
if required, making this an ideal choice for families.

Genuine customer feedback - Zoe told us “We have had 
5 vans during our many years of camping.  You really are 
the best company we have ever dealt with.”

VW windows throughout, tinted and fitted with blackout 
curtains and cab silver screen
Glazed Tailgate with wash/wipe
VW Alloy Wheels
Passenger front seat fitted with swivel
Combination twin hob and sink with cold tap
Fridge freezer 50ltr
Gas locker with all fixings
Fresh water tank 30ltr with in-line pump
Table on pole
Reimo Front Elevating Roof (colour-matched to vehicle)
RIB 120cm Seat-Bed with Two 3-Point Seat-belts
Autohaus Safety-Tested Seat Fixing Frame
Ashton Furniture with curved fridge door, top lockers and 
Tristone worktop
Upholstery in VW Fabric
Mains 240v hook up with RCD charger system,  
2x double socket and hook up cable
Control panel with leisure battery split charger system,  
2x 12v socket and LED lighting

Fully sound proofed insulated lined and trimmed Safety 
flooring with side step with light  
Matching door cards
Autohaus logos 
Autohaus decals
Safety certificates gas and electric
User manual 

FEATURES

AUTOHAUS ASHTON CAMPERVAN 
VW T6 110 STARTLINE 5 SPEED MANUAL

On the road price from: £39,999
See page 18 for full price details and a list of optional extras on page 18.

PRICE GUIDE

KEY FEATURES

4 Seats
with 3-Point 

Seatbelts

2 or 4 Berth
(with Roof 

Bed)

Front 
Elevating 

Roof

Rear 
Elevating 

or Hightop 
Roof

Shower
Room

TIMELESS DESIGN
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SPARTAN
ESCAPE THE CROWD
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If you’re looking for a light and airy vehicle, with almost 
panoramic views, more space, three seats in the back 
or simply the comfort of a wider bed the Spartan 
model could be the one for you. The interior has also 
been designed to give a more open feel and provides 
unhindered views out of all windows. Great for taking in 
the scenery or tricky reversing manoeuvres!

The kitchen includes a sink and single burner hob for 
your morning cuppa plus a 50litre fridge. Perfect for 
keeping your refreshments cool and suitable for those 
who prefer al fresco cooking or dining at local pubs and 
restaurants. With the addition of the optional external 
BBQ gas point you can enjoy home cooking outside, with 
the luxury of more dining space inside.

Using the RIB 129cm three-seater seatbed, this model 
comfortably and safely carries 5 passengers with full 
3-point seatbelts.

The Spartan is the perfect campervan for daily use with 
the family, weekend trips and those who would prefer 
more space in exchange for less kitchen facilities.

Genuine customer feedback - Graham told us “I would 
thoroughly recommend Autohaus to anyone thinking of a 
van conversion.”

VW windows throughout, tinted and fitted with 
blackout curtains and cab silver screen
Glazed Tailgate with wash/wipe
VW Alloy Wheels
Passenger front seat fitted with swivel
Combination twin hob and sink with cold tap
Fridge freezer 50ltr
Gas locker with all fixings
Fresh water tank 30ltr with in-line pump
Table on pole
Reimo Front Elevating Roof (colour-matched to vehicle)
RIB 129cm Seat-Bed with Three 3-Point Seat-belts
Autohaus Safety-Tested Seat Fixing Frame
Spartan Furniture with curved fridge door, top lockers and 
Tristone worktop
Upholstery in VW Fabric
Mains 240v hook up with RCD charger system,  
2x double socket and hook up cable
Control panel with leisure battery split charger system, 
2x 12v socket and LED lighting

Fully sound proofed insulated lined and trimmed
Safety flooring with side step with light
Matching door cards
Autohaus logos
Autohaus decals
Safety certificates gas and electric
User manual

FEATURES

AUTOHAUS SPARTAN CAMPERVAN 
VW T6 110 STARTLINE 5 SPEED MANUAL

On the road price from: £39,999
See page 18 for full price details and a list of optional extras on page 19.

PRICE GUIDE

5 Seats
with 3-Point 

Seatbelts

2 or 4 Berth
(with Roof 

Bed)

Front 
Elevating 

Roof

Rear 
Elevating 

or Hightop 
Roof

Shower
Room

SPACIOUS DESIGN

5
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CAMELOT
FLEXABILITY AND STYLE
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With the extra creature comforts such as a flushing toilet 
the Camelot is a great van for those who want to go off 
the beaten track and be more self-reliant.

This makes it perfect for camping away from traditional 
campsite facilities or when travelling with children who 
may need the occasional bathroom stop en-route. It also 
comes in rather handy when you want to avoid going 
outside on those cold, blustery nights!

Whilst using a different layout to the other models, the 
Camelot still incorporates kitchen facilities with sink, hob 
and optional oven/grill, allowing you to cook warm meals 
throughout your travels.

This model utilises twin seatbeds which can be 
configured as two single beds or converted into a full 
double bed. The central column table also provides an 
excellent dining area for four people.

With the option of a rear-elevating or hightop roof, the 
Camelot is a truly flexible campervan, allowing you to 
enjoy your camping adventures whilst providing you with 
the key comforts of home.

Genuine customer feedback - Hazel and Fred told us 
“you’ve looked after us for two years and are still looking 
after us. Great team, amazing vans with superb build 
quality. Probably the best around.”

VW windows throughout, tinted and fitted with blackout 
curtains and cab silver screen
Glazed Tailgate with wash/wipe
VW Alloy Wheels
Driver & Passenger front seat fitted with swivel
Combination twin hob and sink with cold tap
Fridge freezer 50ltr
Gas locker with all fixings
Fresh water tank 30ltr with in-line pump
Table on pole
Reimo Rear Elevating Roof or Hi-Top  
(colour-matched to vehicle)
Two RIB 60cm Seat-Bed with Two 3-Point Seat-belts
Autohaus Safety-Tested Seat Fixing Frame
Camelot Furniture and Tristone worktop
Thetford C-200W Cassette Toilet
Upholstery in VW Fabric
Mains 240v hook up with RCD charger system,  
2x double socket and hook up cable

Control panel with leisure battery split charger system,  
2x 12v socket and LED lighting
Fully sound proofed insulated lined and trimmed
Safety flooring with side step with light
Matching door cards
Autohaus logos
Autohaus decals
Safety certificates gas and electric
User manual

FEATURES

AUTOHAUS CAMELOT CAMPERVAN 
VW T6 110 STARTLINE 5 SPEED MANUAL

On the road price from: £39,999
See page 18 for full price details and a list of optional extras on page 19.

PRICE GUIDE

KEY FEATURES

4 Seats
with 3-Point 

Seatbelts

2 or 4 Berth
(with Roof 

Bed)

Front 
Elevating 

Roof

Rear 
Elevating 

or Hightop 
Roof

Shower
Room

FLEXIBLE DESIGN

4 Seats
with 3-Point 

Seatbelts

2 or 4 Berth
(with Roof 

Bed)

Front 
Elevating 

Roof

Rear 
Elevating 

or Hightop 
Roof

Shower
Room
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EXMOOR BEAST
THE BEAST HAS ARRIVED

NEW MODEL
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The Exmoor Beast is alive and kicking. If you are looking 
to visit the South West, Exmoor, Dartmoor, Bodmin or 
the Highlands of Scotland the Beast is the perfect choice 
with its lifted stance 40mm rise with gripper tyres, you 
will not look out of place at any location.

VW Windows all round 
Tinted and fitted with blackout curtains and cab silver screen
Reimo front elevating roof
Fresh water tank 30ltr in/line pump
Glazed tail gate
Fully sound proofed insulated and trimmed
Single front seat fitted with swivels
Rib 129cm with 3 x 3-point seat belts
Furniture pod with hob sink/tap
Custom upholstery Exmoor Beast edition
Table and pole
Gas locker 

FEATURES
THE AUTOHAUS EXMOOR BEAST ELEVATED 
CAMPERVAN 110 STARTLINE

On the road price from: £39,999
See page 18 for full price details and a list of optional extras on page 19.

PRICE GUIDE

KEY FEATURES

4 Seats
with 3-Point 

Seatbelts

2 or 4 Berth
(with Roof 

Bed)

Front 
Elevating 

Roof

Rear 
Elevating 

or Hightop 
Roof

Shower
Room

INNOVATIVE DESIGN

5

 NEW MODEL   NEW MODEL   NEW MODEL   NEW MODEL   NEW MODEL   NEW MODEL

 NEW MODEL   NEW MODEL   NEW MODEL   NEW MODEL   NEW MODEL   NEW MODEL
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GT SPARTAN
TRENDSETTING
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With full QVM approval from Ford our Ford GT Spartan 
with its classic design and one of the very first of its Type 
to hit the streets. If you’re a bit of a maverick, want to 
stand out in the pack then this van could be right up your 
street.

Our furniture is made in-house by our team of skilled 
carpenters, using computer controlled machines to cut 
each panel precisely. Heat-bonded edges, flush-fitting 
cupboard doors, a curved fridge door with storage 
pockets and a range of materials make our stylish 
interiors a pleasurable environment to stay in.

We fit RIB rock ‘n’ roll seat-beds due to their supreme 
comfort, having a separate foam ‘Sleeping Surface’ on 
the rear of the upholstered ‘Sitting Surface’, ensuring you 
get a great night’s sleep. These are available in a range of 
leather and fabric finishes to suit your taste.

The front elevating roof affords occupants extra head 
room in the kitchen and can house an optional ‘Roof Bed’ 
if required, making this an ideal choice for families.

Genuine customer feedback - Charles and Rebecca told 
us “one of the easiest hassle-free purchases, we are 
delighted we went to Autohaus” 

Ford windows throughout, tinted and fitted with blackout 
curtains and cab silver screen
Glazed Tailgate with wash/wipe
Ford Alloy Wheels
Passenger front seat fitted with swivel
Combination twin hob and sink with cold tap
Fridge freezer 50ltr
Gas locker with all fixings
Fresh water tank 30ltr with in-line pump
Table on pole
Reimo Front Elevating Roof (colour-matched to vehicle)
RIB 129cm Seat-Bed with Two 3-Point Seat-belts
Autohaus Safety-Tested Seat Fixing Frame
GT Furniture with curved fridge door, top lockers and Tristone 
worktop
Upholstery in Ford Fabric
Mains 240v hook up with RCD charger system,  
2x double socket and hook up cable
Control panel with leisure battery split charger system,  
2x 12v socket and LED lighting

Fully sound proofed insulated lined and trimmed Safety 
flooring with side step with light  
Matching door cards
Autohaus logos 
Autohaus decals
Safety certificates gas and electric
User manual 

FEATURES

AUTOHAUS GT SPARTAN CAMPERVAN 
CUSTOM LIMITED

On the road price from: £39,999
See page 18 for full price details and a list of optional extras on page 19.

PRICE GUIDE

KEY FEATURES

4 Seats
with 3-Point 

Seatbelts

2 or 4 Berth
(with Roof 

Bed)

Front 
Elevating 

Roof

Rear 
Elevating 

or Hightop 
Roof

Shower
Room

INNOVATIVE DESIGN

5
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CAMELOT GRANDI
THE VW CAMPER WITH A SHOWER
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If the more compact campervan is not for your then our 
larger VW Crafter might be exactly what you are looking 
for. With that VW appeal and quality build design its ideal 
if you want the look combined with that extra space and 
facilities for your comfort.

Grandi features a fully sealed rear shower toilet room, 
side kitchen with 90ltr fridge freezer Oven, twin hob 
and sink plus a Rib 94cm seat bed which slides out and 
converts into a larger double bed.

Double glazed windows throughout, tinted and fitted with 
blackout blinds-fly screens and skylight
Glazed rear doors with wash/wipe
VW Alloy Wheels
Passenger front seat fitted with swivel
Combination twin hob and sink with cold tap and oven 20ltr
Fridge freezer 90ltr
LPG Gas system with underslung tank with BBQ point
Fresh water tank with in-line pump, waste water tank 60ltr
Whale hot-air and water heaters
Table on pole
Rear shower room with cassette toilet
Mains 240v hook up with RCD charger system,  
2x double socket and hook up cable
Control panel with leisure battery split charger system, 
100amp AGM leisure battery, 2x 12v socket and LED lighting

Fully sound proofed insulated lined and trimmed
Safety flooring with side step with light
Awning
Autohaus decals
Safety certificates gas and electric
User manual

FEATURES

AUTOHAUS CAMELOT GRANDI CAMPERVAN 
VW CRAFTER 6 SPEED MANUAL

On the road price from: £49,999
See page 18 for full price details and a list of optional extras on page 19.

PRICE GUIDE

KEY FEATURES

4 Seats
with 3-Point 

Seatbelts

2 or 4 Berth
(with Roof 

Bed)

Front 
Elevating 

Roof

Rear 
Elevating 

or Hightop 
Roof

Shower
Room

BOLD DESIGN

4 Seats
with 3-Point 

Seatbelts

2 or 4 Berth
(with Roof 

Bed)

Front 
Elevating 

Roof

Rear 
Elevating 

or Hightop 
Roof

Shower
Room

2 Berth
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KINGSTON
HOME FROM HOME COME RAIN OR SHINE
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If its large you want then large you can get. Our Kingston 
is built to rival any family campervan and punches above 
its weight when it comes to living space, toilette/washing 
facilities, storage and design. 

This model was developed to provide customers with 
a true 4 berth campervan with 4 travelling seats and 
3-point seatbelts (something that few manufacturers 
offer).

Genuine customer feedback - Maria and Gary told us 
“Great job on our new van we love it. The detail is great”

The Kingston features a fully sealed washroom with 
integrated sink and sealed aluminium door. This 
overcomes the need to use a shower curtain which is 
used in traditional campervans of this size.

The spacious layout also provides two separate seating 
areas, one in the front and one in the rear, both of which 
convert into double beds. The kitchen provides full 
cooking facilities which, along with the bathroom, are 
accessible at all times (day or night).

The Kingston suits those looking for a more spacious 
campervan that can transport and sleep 4 people as 
standard.

Double glazed tinted windows fitted with blackout blinds and 
fly screens. Cab fitted with blackout blinds
Two Roof Skylights with screen and fly nets
Driver & Passenger front seat fitted with swivel
Table on pole
Rear lounge providing main double bed
RIB 94cm Seat-bed with Two 3-Point Seatbelts  
(making double bed with front seats)
Autohaus Safety-Tested Seat Fixing Frame
Kingston Furniture with curved end kitchen unit, top lockers 
and Tristone worktop
Shower room with cassette toilet, hand basin and mirror
Upholstery in contrasting fabric
Sat-Nav and Rear Camera
Combination twin hob and sink with hot/cold taps
Oven/Grill 30ltr
Fridge freezer 90ltr
LPG Gas System with underslung tank 25ltr
Whale hot water heating
Whale hot air heating
Fresh water tank 90ltr with in-line pump
Waste water tank 90ltr

Mains 240v hook up with RCD charger system, 2x 
double socket and hook up cable
Control panel with leisure battery split charger system, 
2x 12v socket, 2x USB socket and LED lighting
Fully sound proofed insulated lined and trimmed
Safety flooring with electric side step
Contrasting door cards
Autohaus logos & decals
Safety certificates gas and electric
User manual

FEATURES

AUTOHAUS KINGSTON CAMPERVAN 
FIAT DUCATO 130 6 SPEED MANUAL

On the road price from: £49,999
See page 18 for full price details and a list of optional extras on page 19.

PRICE GUIDE

KEY FEATURES

SPACIOUS DESIGN 

4 Seats
with 3-Point 

Seatbelts

2 or 4 Berth
(with Roof 

Bed)

Front 
Elevating 

Roof

Rear 
Elevating 

or Hightop 
Roof

Shower
Room

4 Seats
with 3-Point 

Seatbelts

2 or 4 Berth
(with Roof 

Bed)

Front 
Elevating 

Roof

Rear 
Elevating 

or Hightop 
Roof

Shower
Room

4 Berth
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PRICES

ASHTON 94 with AC, single front seats and glazed tailgate

VEHICLE POWER SPEC GEARBOX FUEL PRICE FROM
VW T6 IN WHITE 110BHP STARTLINE 5 SP. MANUAL DIESEL £38,999

VW T6 IN A COLOUR 110BHP STARTLINE 5 SP. MANUAL DIESEL £39,999

ASHTON/SPARTAN with AC, single front seats and glazed wash/wipe tailgate

VEHICLE POWER SPEC GEARBOX FUEL PRICE FROM
VW T6 110BHP STARTLINE 5 SP. MANUAL DIESEL £39,999
VW T6 110BHP HIGHLINE 5 SP. MANUAL DIESEL £41,999
VW T6 150BHP HIGHLINE 6 SP. MANUAL DIESEL £45,999
VW T6 150BHP HIGHLINE DSG DIESEL £48,999

CAMELOT With AC single front seats glazed wash/wipe tailgate, with rear elevating roof or Hi Top

VEHICLE POWER SPEC GEARBOX FUEL PRICE FROM
VW T6 110BHP STARTLINE 5 SP. MANUAL DIESEL £39,999
VW T6 110BHP HIGHLINE 5 SP. MANUAL DIESEL £43,999
VW T6 150BHP HIGHLINE 6 SP. MANUAL DIESEL £45,999
VW T6 150BHP HIGHLINE DSG DIESEL £48,999

GT SPARTAN with AC, single front seats and glazed tailgate

VEHICLE POWER SPEC GEARBOX FUEL PRICE FROM
FORD 130BHP LIMITED 6 SP. MANUAL DIESEL £39,999

CAMELOT GRANDI with AC, single front seats

VEHICLE POWER SPEC GEARBOX FUEL PRICE FROM
VW CRAFTER 140BHP N/A 6 SP. MANUAL DIESEL £49,999

KINGSTON with AC, single front seats, Sat-Nav and rear camera

VEHICLE POWER SPEC GEARBOX FUEL PRICE FROM
FIAT DUCATO 130BHP L3H2 6 SP. MANUAL DIESEL £49,999

EXMOOR BEAST With AC, single front seats glazed wash wipe tail gate furniture pod, front elevating roof

VEHICLE POWER SPEC GEARBOX FUEL PRICE FROM
VW T6  110BHP STARTLINE 5 SP. MANUAL DIESEL £39,999
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We strive to build the UK’s finest campers  
and give the best customer service.

We’ve been making luxury campervans for over 23 years and during this time 
we developed a reputation for creating some of the finest campervans on 
the market. Although we have changed the names of the customers, we have 
included some genuine feedback received.

We have a clear focus based around four simple principles:
Quality, Safety, Style and Innovation.
It’s with this clear vision that we can concentrate on bringing our customers the 
very latest designs, built to the highest standards, with the latest features and 
innovations. 

Vehicle Type Approval
We are one of only a few conversion companies to invest in National Series Small 
Type Approval (or NSSTA). This means that each model we produce has been 
tested against specific performance standards set out by the Vehicle Certification 
Agency (VCA).

This includes rigorous crash testing to ensure the structure of the vehicle and the 
seating systems are not compromised as a result of changes made to the base 
vehicle during the conversion process. 

We are one of only two converters to have been awarded Ford QVM status.  
Audited against strict Ford criteria and build specifications it is, in addition to our 
type approval further evidence of our build quality and safety.   

ISO 9001:2008 Quality Management System
We have also invested in the British Standards Institute (BSI) ISO 9001:2008 
Quality Management System (QMS).

This standard is based on a number of quality management principles including 
a strong customer focus, the continual improvement of products and the 
ability to provide consistent products and services. It ensures that the process 
from placing an order, production of your campervan and final handover are 
documented and carried out correctly.

100% British Built
Whilst the name ‘Autohaus’ is German, our campervans are 100% British built in 
Minehead, Somerset.

Our furniture is designed and built by skilled craftsmen using the very latest 
CNC machinery to ensure accuracy and consistency. We use the best roof and 
seatbed systems along with our own electrical, water  
and gas systems.

When you buy an Autohaus you can guarantee you will receive a luxury 
campervan, built with your own specification, to strict safety and quality 
standards.

TONY PAYNE  
Managing Director

ABOUT US

VCA National Small Series and
full European Type Approval 

ISO9001:Cert. No. 11340

MADE IN GREAT BRITAIN

www.voscentre.com

Most popular Optional extras 
Alloy wheels £1’000 
Stainless Steel Side Bars £465.00 
Multi Rail £373.00 
Wind out Awning £688.00 
Roof Bed £550.00 
Leather Upholstery £2’154.60
Oven Grill £495.00 
Diesel Heater £1’346.00 
Hot Water £1’102.00 
BBQ £138     
LPG Underslung Tank  
and hot Air Heater £1’750.00 
Solar Panel 100w £608.00
Rear Speakers £186.00 
Bike Rack from £495.00 
Beach Shower £138.00

The prices in this brochure were correct and the time of printing and Autohaus will continue to offer the most cost-effective products possible. 
Market forces may necessitate price alterations and as such Autohaus reserves the right to alter prices accordingly. 

Call today for a quote on 0800 588 4945

 @SafeguardUK  @SafeguardInsuranceUK

Motorhome and Caravan Insurance
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Phone: 01643 703283
Mobile: 07899 074178

Email: info@autohaus.co.uk

Unit 12, Vennlands Business Centre
Mart Road, Minehead, Somerset TA24 5BJ

www.autohaus.co.uk


